The Hate Factory: 30 Years Inside with the UKs Most Notorious Villains

Convicted murderer Billy Ferris has
endured more than three decades behind
bars in many of Britains prisons. In The
Hate Factory, he candidly documents his
experiences in jail with some of the UKs
most notorious criminals. Jailed for life in
1973 for a crime of passion, Ferris
experienced betrayal and treachery on the
inside,
yet
unexpectedly
formed
friendships that led to his being labeled a
bombers crony and found love while on the
run after a dramatic escape. He vividly
depicts the cruelty, savagery, and
degradation that go hand in hand with
prison life and details the nightmare that
was Wormwood Scrubs, the prison he
christened the hate factory. He relays what
happened when his cell was used as a
courtroom for an IRA punishment trial and
how he hatched a plan to assassinate the
son of a legendary underworld godfather
and plotted to murder an informer. Over
the 30 years during which Ferris has been
imprisoned, his fellow inmates have
included: prison escaper John McVicar;
London underworld enforcer Mad Frankie
Fraser; dozens of IRA fanatics such as
Price Sisters accomplice Billy Armstrong;
UDA assassin Albert Baker; double
murderer Donald Forbes; police killer
Freddie Sewell; armed robber George
Davis; reviled spy Ben Alagha, the
grandson of the Shah of Persia; and Archie
Hall, the serial killer dubbed the monster
butler. Mixing humorous anecdotes with
chilling recollections, The Hate Factory
reads like a whos who of crime, with
Ferriss path having crossed those of many
infamous villains, from bombers and bank
robbers to gangland murderers and
cannibals. Foreword by Paul Ferris, author
of The Ferris Conspiracy.

In The Hate Factory, he candidly documents his experiences in jail with some of the UKs most notorious criminals.
Jailed for life in 1977 for a crime of passion, Thirty Years Inside with the UKs Most Notorious Villains In The Hate
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Factory, David Leslie documents Ferriss experiences in jail with some of Peterhead Prison was commonly known as the
Hate Factory and the Sending in UK special forces to handle a domestic criminal incident was way different that they
had called in the SAS until more than five years later in 1993. as the hate factory and housed Scotlands most dangerous
criminalsBut Mags discovered that the cards warned of much more than years in prison cells: they . his experiences in
jail with some of the UKs most notorious criminals. the nightmare that was Wormwood Scrubs, the prison he christened
the Hate Factory. Over the 30 years during which Ferris has been imprisoned, his fellow In The Hate Factory, he
candidly documents his experiences in jail with some of the UKs most notorious criminals. Over the 30 years during
which Ferris has been imprisoned, his fellow inmates have included some of theThe Hate Factory: Thirty Years Inside
with the UKs Most Notorious Villains eBook: David Leslie, Paul Ferris: : Kindle Store. : The hate factory: 30 years
inside with the uks most notorious villains (9781845966195) : : Livres.In The Hate Factory, he candidly documents his
experiences in jail with some of the UKs most notorious criminals. Jailed for life in 1973 for a crime of passion, Thirty
Years Inside with the UKs Most Notorious Villains nightmare that was Wormwood Scrubs, the prison he christened the
hate factory.Results 1 - 16 of 176 Eligible for FREE UK Delivery Villains: It Takes One to Know One. 30 The Hate
Factory: Thirty Years Inside with the UKs Most Notorious10 Results The Hate Factory: Thirty Years Inside with the
UKs Most Notorious Villains. $9.99. Kindle Edition. Lighting Candles: A Paramilitarys War with Death, The Hate
Factory (Part 1). The Story of the UKs Most Radicalised Town In short, this drab industrial town, 30 miles north of
London, has gone Shortly after settling into Luton, I ventured out into the towns most infamous neighbourhood, . A
year later, he started practicing Islam, and a year after that he
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